THE PHILOSOPHY OF
FREEDOM EXAMINATION
Examination: Part of Rudolf Steiner's path to freedom is to orient your life in the direction of
the principles given in his Philosophy Of Freedom. How well do you know these principles?
This is an important question as Steiner's freedom philosophy is the basis of anthroposophy.
Find out how well you read the book by taking this examination covering the basic ideas. It is
intended to be a thorough learning review of each chapter that will fill in what you missed or
have forgotten. There are quiz questions for each chapter totaling 251 questions that are divided
into 10 quiz exams.
Location: The examination is located in the free Basic Philosophy Of Freedom Study Course.
The first time through the study course you have to stop at each slide before you reach the
quizzes, after that you can quickly navigate to the end of the course to take the chapter quizzes.
Preparation: The questions are right out of the “Illustrated” Philosophy Of Freedom” included
in the course. Each chapter in this edition of The Philosophy Of Freedom begins with a list of
the main topics covered in the examination.
Certificate: After completing the 10 quiz exams you will earn an official study course
certificate with your name and “score” that can be downloaded.
Score: Each quiz is scored. There is no passing score, but your score will appear on your
certificate. A score of 100% is possible as you can retake each quiz question as often as you
want. In this way you will learn more by seeing the correct answer. Once you select "submit
quiz" at the end of the group of quiz questions, your score and all your quiz answers are locked
in. You can change your answers up until you lock them in.
Work At Your Own Pace: When you close a quiz your answers are saved. When you return
you can find where you left off since you cannot advance beyond your last question answered.

Quiz Questions: There are 6 types of quiz questions: Multiple Choice, Multiple Correct, True
or False, Sequencing, Labeling Pictures, and Labeling Items In A Picture.
Quiz Location: There are quiz questions for each chapter totaling 251 questions that are
divided into 10 quiz exams. Since I was limited to 10 quiz exams, I had to place 15 chapter
quizzes into 10 quiz exams. To do this I combined the questions covering two chapters into one
quiz exam. This means I was not always able to place the chapter exam right after the
corresponding chapter. For example, quiz exam three appears after chapter 3 but also includes
the questions for chapter 2. So if you want to take the chapter 2 quiz right after reading chapter
2, you will have to advance through the slides to the end of chapter 3 where you will find the
right quiz (see below).
10 Quizzes
Quiz 1
Introduction
Quiz 2
Chapter 1 The Goal Of Knowledge
Quiz 3
Chapter 2 Conscious Human Action
Chapter 3 Why The Desire For Knowledge Is Fundamental
Quiz 4
Chapter 4 Thought As The Instrument Of Knowledge
Chapter 5 The World As Percept
Quiz 5
Chapter 6 Our Knowledge Of The World
Quiz 6
Chapter 7 Human Individuality
Chapter 8 Are There Any Limits To Knowledge
Quiz 7
Chapter 9 The Factors Of Life
Chapter 10 The Idea Of Freedom
Quiz 8
Chapter 11 Monism And Philosophy Of Freedom
Chapter 12 World-Purpose And Life-Purpose
Quiz 9
Chapter 13 Moral Imagination
Quiz 10
Chapter 14 The Value Of Life
Chapter 15 The Individual And The Genus
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10 Questions
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27 Questions
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40 Questions
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